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Ex situ online monitoring: application,
challenges and opportunities for
biopharmaceuticals processes

Monitoring of bioprocesses, especially biopharmaceutical production processes, is of
utmost importance to ensure constant product quality and availability. Economical
bioprocess development depends on time-efficient process development, aiming
for in-depth understanding of the bioprocess and its critical parameters. Online
monitoring of bioprocesses allows the assessment and processing of critical process
data in real time. This is a prerequisite to permit real-time process management.
Various devices for automated sampling and analysis, as well as data analysis and
processing, have emerged over the last decade. In this review, we will cover the
most important developments and novelties in the field of bioprocess monitoring
from a methodological point of view. We focus on consolidation and processing
of big amounts of data generated during a bioprocess and discuss how the proper
interaction of hardware and software will improve bioprocess monitoring and control
in the future.

Background
Biopharmaceutical processes must satisfy
numerous demands. Next to high productivities for commercial success, they are under
tight supervision of regulatory authorities.
Recent regulatory initiatives such as the
Process Analytical Technology (PAT) and
Quality by Design (QbD) initiative demand
a high degree of process understanding to
ensure constant product quality [1–3] .
Process understanding can be achieved
through sound, science-based process development [4] . This includes prior knowledge,
sound experimentation and systematic observation of the bioprocesses, referred to as bioprocesses monitoring [5] . In order to reduce
the number of necessary experiments, suitable statistical design of experiments (DoE)
can be applied. In addition, this approach
can serve not only to quantify bioprocesses,
but also to determine optimal settings of process parameters [6,7] . Furthermore, DoE acts
as a tool to establish the design space as necessary in the context of QbD [8] . Especially in
recent years, the reduction of time on market
has also come more and more into focus. One
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promising strategy for rapid bioprocess development is parallel processing in small scale
[9–12] . These systems pose great challenges to
process monitoring. For the monitoring of
such systems, multiplexing-enabled measurement devices are an absolute necessity to cope
with the high number of samples [11] .
Bioprocess monitoring includes a system for acquiring process data and a system for data interpretation. In the simplest
case, this includes optical observation by a
human operator. Measurements can take
place in-line, which means inside the reactor
by specific probes (pO2, pH and near IR).
Spectroscopic measurement techniques are
especially used for this [13–15] . Using in-line
probes has the big benefit that no physical
interaction across system boundaries takes
place during the process, reducing the risk
of contamination greatly. Consequently,
the use of in-line probes is strongly recommended by regulatory authorities such as the
US FDA, whenever possible. However, many
important parameters cannot be assessed by
in-line measurements. The sample has to be
removed from the bioreactor and usually
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Key Terms
Multiplexing: To distribute and analyze samples from
multiple bioreactors in an automated and traceable way.
Bioprocess monitoring: The monitoring of all important
key parameters of a bioprocess using in-line, at-line and
online measurements.
Online monitoring: The completely automated removal,
processing and analysis of a representative sample from a
bioreactor.
Representative sample: A sample that represents the
actual condition and/or concentration of the analyte
(metabolites, protein product or biomass).

further processed before the analysis. The simplest
way of dealing with these samples is at-line measurements. Here, the sample is manually processed for the
following analysis. While the technical requirements
are relatively low, the personal demand is highest here.
Online measurements on the other hand provide fully
automated sampling and measurement outside of the
bioreactor. While this reduces the involvement of an
operator to a minimum, the technical expense for setting up such systems can be enormous. Advantages of
online measurements are that relevant outcomes such
as metabolite concentrations, product concentrations
and cell numbers can be determined directly or using
a simple linear calibration model. In principle, all standard analytical methods such as HPLC can be connected to any bioprocess [16,17] . For this, even spectroscopic methods such as near IR can be applied [16,18–19] .
Moreover, by multiplexing, the monitoring of parallel
processes is possible. This is especially important in
the context of multibioreactor processing. A further
advantage of these systems is that storage of reference
samples for later analysis and documentation is possible. The methods developed for bioprocess monitoring
must finally be transferable and validated in production scale. The requirement in manufacturing differs
strongly from those in development. The main task of
monitoring here is to ensure that the process runs in
the predefined parameter ranges (or within the design
space in a QbD context), and hence the product quality is guaranteed. Thus, monitoring during production
processes mainly includes real-time event detection,
which requires high-frequency measurements. To avoid
manual interaction, automation is of interest in a manufacturing environment. Furthermore, 
requirements
for data management must be considered [20] .
Various conflicting definitions of online monitoring
can be found in the literature [21–23] . They reach from
strictly using in situ measurements to ex situ and at-line
measurements. We support the definition of online
monitoring as ex situ measurement combined with realtime processing of the measurement data for the deter-
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mination of critical process parameters. This review is
intended to give an overview of the available methods,
challenges and solutions for online monitoring. We
elucidate the workflow in detail starting from the bioreactor interface, automatic sampling, measurement
methods as well as data and information processing
(Figure 1) . We highlight current applications [24,25] as
well as future trends and needs for biopharmaceutical
bioprocesses.
Sampling & sample treatment
The task of any sampling system is to provide a representative sample for further analysis. This is considered
a major challenge in establishing an online monitoring
system [26] . Especially in recent years, the application
of multibioreactor systems has increased [10] . Thus,
modern sampling devices must additionally be able to
remove and distribute samples from multiple bioreactors in an automated and traceable way (multiplexing).
The sterility of the bioprocess must not be jeopardized
by the sampling. Therefore, a sterile barrier is needed.
This ultimately ensures that there are no interactions
between the system and the environment. Sterile barriers can be membranes or sterilizable sluice systems.
All types of sampling have in common that reference
samples can be taken. These are important for a proper
documentation. The sampling system is dependent on
the type of sample that shall be analyzed. The different types of samples can be roughly divided into three
main categories:
•

Gas samples

•

Liquid samples without biomass

•

Liquid samples with biomass

The type of sample determines the type of sampling
systems necessary for the online system. In the following section, the characteristics of the respective samples
are briefly described.
Gas sample

Gas samples have the lowest demands on the bioreactor
interface. It is not invasive and can be connected to any
existing system. For this reason, application of online
monitoring via the gas phase is widely used [27–30] . In
connection with multibioreactor systems, the step to
multiplexing is necessary. The miniaturization leads
to novel challenges in areas of low gas flow rates in
order to get a representative sampling [31] . Due to the
high back-mixing occurring in the gas phase, gas lines
must be sufficiently rinsed with process off-gas. Thus,
the sample frequency is a function of the gas flow
rate considering the back-mixing of the gas phases.
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Figure 1. The different stations of online monitoring from the running bioprocess include sampling and sample
treatment; analysis of key metabolites and biomass; and alignment and reconciliation of processing data in realtime. The acquired information can be used for knowledge generation, bioprocess optimization and bioprocess
control.

To increase the measurement frequency, especially
in highly dynamic systems such as fed-batch cultivations, a mix of submerse and headspace aeration was
proposed [32] . If multibioreactor systems are applied,
additionally the number of parallel running reactors
must be considered here.
Liquid sample without biomass

Liquid samples of culture supernatants provide important information about production and consumption
of metabolites, which are prerequisites for the establishment of feeding strategies and process event detection. Selective sampling of cell-free supernatant via
membrane-based probes offer a solution for continuous
or discontinuous sampling. The membrane serves both
as a sterile barrier and as a filter. For this purpose, different porous membranes are applied in literature (e.g.,
IBA, Heiligenstadt, Germany), which proved applicable for online bioprocess monitoring. A comparison
of membranes can be found in Spadiut et al. [33] . They
were assessed to be applicable for small metabolites.
However, representative sampling of proteins was not
simply possible but was correctly estimated using a correction factor. Such membrane probes were also used
recently by Sagmeister et al. to separate biomass and
liquid supernatant as fast as possible in order to avoid
corruption of the sample at high cell densities, which
would occur during manual processing [34] . Moreover,
automated liquid sampling using membrane probes
allows high sampling rates and thus a high resolution
of process dynamics in the range of seconds to minutes [35] . The mode of sampling has to be chosen carefully, it can be performed continuously or batch wise
[25] . In both cases, changes of permeability can lead to
leaky or ultimately to blocked membranes. Increasingly clogged pores were especially found to alter the
required volume exchange for representative sampling
[33] . In addition, continuous sampling consumes more
sampling volume, which will decrease the reactor
volume over time and, since the biomass is retained,
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increase the biomass concentration in the system. This
effect is almost negligible in large reaction volumes,
but can be quite significant in small fermenters used
in bioprocess development. Alternative methods comprise the use of automated centrifugation devices [36]
or flow injection analysis [37] . However, the latter has
the disadvantage that retaining a reference sample is
usually not considered.
Liquid sample with biomass

Biomass sampling can yield important information
about the amount of biomass in the bioreactor as well
as the state of the biomass or used for segregation of
the biomass into subpopulations. Liquid samples containing biomass comprise great challenges in terms
of sterility. These samples are taken without a sterile barrier to protect the reactor from contamination.
Steam sterilizable sluice systems can be used but are
technically complex and expensive. However, these
systems are the only ones that replace the manual
sample taking. Recently, commercial available systems such as the BaychroMAT® (BAYER, Leverkusen, Germany) or the Groton Biosystems Automated
Reactor Sampling System® (Groton Biosystems, MA,
USA)were introduced into the market, allowing flexible and sterile handling of liquid samples with biomass. A recent study described the application of the
BaychroMAT system for sampling and sample processing of long-term mammalian cultures [24] . The
modular setup of these systems allows the connection
of further devices and thus, a wide range of analytics for biomass can be covered simultaneously. Direct
measurement methods may be used to quantify biomass, for example, cell counting in mammalian cell
culture bioprocesses [24] or even retrieve information
about biomass state and allow biomass segregation
via online flow cytometry [38] . Subsequently, the biomass can be also deposited from the sample, followed
by any analyses that are possible for liquid samples
w ithout biomass.
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Table 1. Available analysis methods for online monitoring of the different sample types: gas, supernatant and
biomass.
Risk management

Method

Analyte/
measurement
parameter

Advantages

Disadvantages

Ref.

MS

CO2, O2, H2O, H2 and
volatile compounds
(ethanol, CH4 )

High accuracy, high
sensitivity, flexible and mass
balancing possible

Expensive, complex systems
and prior knowledge
necessary for proper
application

[40]

Specific
sensors

CO2, O2, H2O, H2 and
CH4

Low priced, accuracy
sufficient for most
applications and easy
implementation

Only applicable to certain
metabolites and most
sensors do not include H2O
measurements

[28]

HPLC

Organic acids,
High accuracy, high
alcohols, sugar, lipids sensitivity and low priced
and so on

Gas
No additional risks
compared with the
standard process

Supernatant
Additional risks
of contamination
and danger
of membrane
blocking and
fouling

Complex samples can result
in difficult to analyze
chromatograms and
method development can
become time and resource
consuming

[41,42]

Enzymatic
Glutamate,
photometric glutamine, glucose,
analyzer
glycerol, acetate,
ethanol, NH4 + and
PO4 -

High specificity, high
Assays are not available for
sensitivity and high accuracy every analyte, assays are
sensitive to temperature and
pH and running costs are
high for assays

[25,43]

Enzymatic
membrane
analyzer

Glucose, lactate,
glutamate and
glutamine

High specificity, high
sensitivity and membranes
provide (some) protection
of enzymes against
environmental influences

Assays are not available for
every analyte, analyte may
interact with the membrane
material and accuracy is
lower than for photometric
assays

[44,45]

Imagebased cell
analysis

Cell number,
aggregation,
viability and
morphology
Cell number,
aggregation,
morphology,
viability, apoptosis,
cell cycle
synchronization,
metabolic activity
and intracellular
product

Versatile applicability
is linked to the use of
fluorophores and complex
staining protocols and
comparatively long overall
time for sample workup and
analysis

[38,46–

Flow
cytometry

Data resolution on the
single cell level, information
on functional homogeneity/
inhomogeneity in culture
population is provided and
multiparametric analysis for
highly correlated data

Biomass
Additional risks
of contamination
and more complex
sterilization

Measurement methods
Measurement methods must fulfill a number of requirements to be applicable for online bioprocess monitoring. The prerequisite is of course that sample processing
and subsequent analysis can be performed completely
automated. Furthermore, the method must be robust
and able to deal with strong changes of the sample
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49]

composition over the process. This comprises interfering substances such as salts but also drastic changes
in analyte concentrations. Regarding the latter, a high
accuracy and precision of the measurements must be
ensured over the whole range of occurring concentrations of the different analytes. Finally, a reduction of
costs in biopharmaceutical process development means
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reduction of the time to market [39] . Thus, a measurement device must allow high-throughput analysis of
a multitude of samples, especially with regard to the
increasing number of multibioreactor systems. In the
following section, different measurement methods
and devices applicable to the task of bioprocess online
monitoring will be discussed with regard to the above
discussed aspects. The link between the sampling and
measurement methods is shown in Table 1.
Measurement of off-gas composition

In the pharmaceutical production, off-gas analyzers
find more and more application in recent years. The
main advantages of these measurement methods are
the easy installation in the nonsterile area and the high
information content of the measured data. The most
important measured variables are the concentrations of
oxygen and carbon dioxide in the off-gas.
Due to the continuous gas flow, the off-gas measurement can be performed at high frequency. The most
common methods of analysis are specific sensors and
the mass spectrometer. Mass spectrometers are versatile applicable and have a very high sensitivity [40] , but
are very expensive. For example, with proton transfer
reaction–MS (PTR–MS), other components with high
resolution can be measured [27,50] .
Especially for production processes, the application
of the cheaper specific sensors becomes more common.
Aehle et al. showed on the example of BlueInOne®
(BlueSens gas sensor GmbH, Herten, Germany)that
quantitative measurements using a specific sensor are
equal in sensitivity and accuracy compared with mass
spectrometers [28] . The amount of water in the inlet gas
stream must be additionally quantified to fully close
the volume balance around the system. Alternatively,
water content can also be estimated wet as demonstrated. With the data from gas analyzers, the process
can be physically and reactions kinetically quantified
online [51–53] .
Liquid sample analysis without biomass
Enzymatic analyzers

Enzymatic analyzers, as the name implies, make use
of specific enzymatic reactions for the detection of
metabolites or specific proteins. There are two main
setups for enzymatic analyzers: either the respective
enzymes are in solution (photometric analyzers [54]) or
immobilized on a membrane (amperometric analyzers [55]). Various devices using both types of analyzers can be found on the market: the YSI Biochemistry
Analyzer series (YSI Life Sciences, OH, USA) or the
BioProfile Analyzers (Nova Biomedical, MA, USA) as
examples for membrane analyzers, and CuBiAn® XC
(Optocell Technology, Bielefeld, Germany) and Cedex
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Bio HT (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany) as
prominent examples for photometric analyzers.
Membrane analyzers have the advantage that the
enzymes are immobilized on a membrane, which
provides a certain amount of protection. The coated
membranes can be stored at room temperature for days
to weeks and exposed to strong pH shifts or used in
the presence of solvents. Moreover, the analyte can be
washed from the membrane, allowing a repeated usage
of the membrane [44] . By contrast, enzymatic assays
used in photometric analyzers use enzymes in solution,
which is discarded after the measurement. They are
much more sensitive to environmental influences. Usually, reagents must be stored in a cooled environment
and the stability of an assay can vary between weeks or
only days [44,45] .
However, analytes can also stick or interact with the
membrane material of enzymatic membrane analyzers.
Thus, the superiority of photometric analyzers in terms
of accuracy and linearity compared with membrane
analyzers has been demonstrated recently for Cedex
Bio HT [43] . In summary, the choice of the analytical
device is a tradeoff between robustness and accuracy
and thus, strongly depends on the specific demands
imposed by the sample.
HPLC

HPLC is being used extensively as an off-line method
to quantify numerous compounds by UV/refractive
index detection. The most common mode of detection
is by UV absorption, where most organic compounds,
especially with conjugated pi systems, are detectable.
The RI detector covers substances with polarizable
electrons comprising [56] , yet not exclusively, lipids
[57] , proteins [58] , sugars and polyalcohols [59] , and also
organic acids [41] . Online HPLC systems can be automated to a great degree, which decreases operator effort
for high frequency sampling extensively. Monolithic
columns will presumably help to facilitate a further
increase in sample throughput by decreasing method
duration drastically [60] . Classical [61] and experimental
design-based [62] optimization of methods can improve
accuracy and decrease the noise on the measurement,
which in return decreases the amount of required sampling frequency required for resolution of dynamic
changes in concentrations [63] .
Liquid sample analysis with biomass
Picture analyzer

Over the last years, systems for whole-cell analysis have
gained increasing importance and rapidly became an
integral part of state-of-the-art monitoring and biopharmaceutical production regimes. Among the most
prominent examples in this class are automated and
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Key Terms
Data processing: Extraction and statistical validation of
physiological meaningful information from raw process
data.
Data alignment: The restructuring of data from different
sources to one common format suitable for further
processing.

semi-automated systems for determining cell number
[64] , morphology [65] and viability [66] . They use either
image-based analysis with dye-exclusion assays (Cedex
HiRes, Roche Diagnostics, and ViCELL™ series,
Beckman Coulter, CA, USA) and fluorescence labeling
(NucleoCounter® series, ChemoMetec, Allerod, Denmark) or label-free, electrical current exclusion methods (CASY, Roche Diagnostics). The main advantage
of these systems is a standardized, reproducible and
fast measurement routine, compliant with GMP regulations such as 21 CFR part 11 or ISO 13319. Online
implementation of such devices in combination with
suitable sampling systems (e.g., SEG-FLOW®, Flownamics, WI, USA) allows for accurate determination
of phase transitions in the culture, for example, from
the exponential to stationary phase [67] , which may be
of relevance for deciding on the optimal time point for
induction or harvesting.
Flow cytometry

Flow cytometry (FC) has for a long time represented a
key technology in cell biological and medical research,
and with the ability for automatization is a highly
interesting tool for improved bioprocess control strategies. FC may, according to its measurement principle,
be regarded a more advanced version of optical and
fluorescence-based cell counting and viability analyzers; it is more complex to operate but offers a considerably higher versatility with regard to the possible measurement parameters. Using a spectrum of dyes, FC
allows the discrimination of living cells; metabolically
active; viable but dormant cells; and dead cells with
compromised membrane integrity [68–70] . This enables
the stratification of total biomass into subsections, and
gives valuable information on culture homogeneity/
inhomogeneity. The variable use of fluorescent reporter
proteins offers a convenient method for real-time monitoring of product formation, also in expression systems
without active secretion [71,72] . Moreover, DNA-selective staining protocols allow for detailed assessment of
cell cycle kinetics and synchronization [73] .
The main obstacle for successful implementation of
advanced, cell function-related FC analysis protocols
in real time is given in the need for establishing a fully
automated cascade of sample processing. Thereby, the
required manipulation steps range from the initial
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withdrawal out of the bioreactor to temporary sample
retention for dilution, staining and washing, until
the final transfer to the actual bioprocess analysis in
the FC device. Despite the inherent complexity associated with this approach, the value of the information obtained has driven forward the research on such
systems and multiple successful examples have been
reported up to date [38] .
Data & information processing
Information derived from online measurements is
highly useful to make manufacturing and process
development decisions and can directly be used for
feedback process control of processes. Hence, next to
the bioreactor interface and the measurement device,
attention should be drawn to sound data processing
from (multiple) online analyzers.
For the real-time use of online data, it is a prerequisite to use a suitable online data collection, alignment
and preconditioning system, processes here summarized under the term ‘data processing’. Subsequently,
using prior knowledge (e.g., data-driven process models and mechanistic process models or fuzzy knowledge) in combination with the online information,
the process state can be identified (process identification) and predictions can be made (here summarized
under the term ‘information processing’. On this basis,
control actions can take place. The basic elements of
an online data and information processing system are
described in Figure 2 and further explained in detail
within this section.
Data collection & alignment

Data collection involves the storing of data of (multiple)
online analyzers in one common environment where
it is accessible for further processing. Data alignment
is the restructuring of data from different sources to
one common format suitable for further processing, for
example, aligning of data points on one uniform time
axes using interpolation. This step is vital since data
preconditioning procedures typically require data on
one single time axis or in matrix form. Powerful tools
for data collection and alignment are SIPAT (Siemens,
Berlin, Germany), Discoverant (Accelrys, CA, USA),
S-Matrix (S-Matrix, CA, USA) and SmartDataCockpit
(AGU, Leverkusen, Germany).
Data preconditioning & rate calculation

Online measurements are corrupted by random errors
(noise) as well as gross errors. Poor data quality can
lead to wrong design, analysis and control decisions.
Hence, it is necessary to evaluate and denoise online
data prior to its use. This task can be achieved via data
preconditioning. As outlined in Figure 2, the task of
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data preconditioning succeeds data alignment. Filtering (e.g., low pass filters) can be useful for the easier
identification of process trends. However, it should
be considered that the use of filters (e.g., low-pass filtering or Savitzky-Golay filtering [74]) can reduce the
information content of the respective signal.
Process data in the form of concentrations can be
converted into more significant and interpretable
forms by the calculation of (specific) rates and yield
coefficients. This is also referred to as data to information conversion, since specific rates and yield coefficients provide simplified insight into metabolic fluxes
and flux distributions [75] . This requires rate calculation on the basis of online signals. Formulas for the
calculation of reaction rates are derived from the general mass balance for the respective components and
are given in several recent contributions [76,77] , whereby
methods of finite differentiation are prevailing or the
use of Savitky-Golay filtering [74] . For handling of
reaction rates, a matrix approach introduced by van
der Heijden [78–80] is frequently applied [76–77,81–84] .
Mathematically, rates are often calculated by taking
the numerical derivative of data at discrete time points.
Here, analogies to the use of derivatives of spectra aiming at feature detection can be drawn. Similar to the
use of derivatives in spectroscopy [85] , the calculation of
rates and yield coefficients from online concentration
data reduces the signal-to-noise ratio of the respective
signal. Therefore, filtering methods, also referred to as
convolution methods, can be applied in conjunction
with online rate calculation [85] . For this purpose, moving average methods were shown to be applicable for
the real-time extraction of specific rates and yield coefficients using online devices [37] . However, the use of
the computationally fast Savitzky-Golay filter [74] is a
promising alternative for the calculation of smoothed
turnover rates.
Data reconciliation

Complementary to filtering techniques, reconciliation is useful for enhancing the signal-to-noise ratio
of online bioprocess data and to detect gross errors
[35,76–77,84,86] . As outlined in Figure 2, data reconciliation is typically applied on the basis of turnover rates.
In principle, reconciliation makes use of linear constrain relationships within a set of data, identifying
the most likely set of rate or concentration estimates
in least squares sense fulfilling the constraints imposed
on them. The underlying optimization algorithm is
computationally fast and is described extensively in the
literature [76,86] . Reconciliation is a key procedure for
the correction and assessment of gross, systematic and
random errors in the chemical process industry, which,
for instance, makes use of the total mass balance as
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a constraint [87] . For complex biological systems, the
use of the total mass balance is typically not applicable since not all species involved in a reaction can be
quantified. Nevertheless, the powerful tool of reconciliation can be applied using linear constraints such
as elemental, charge or energy balances. Typically, reconciliation is applied on the basis of conversion rates,
hence following rate calculation and smoothing (see
Figure 2) . Mathematical formulation of basic linear
constraint relationships as well as their use for gross
and systematic error detection are discussed by a series
of articles by Van der Heijden et al. [78–80] . In practice, the carbon balance as well as the degree of reduction balance are widely employed as linear constraints
in reconciliation procedures for microbial processes
[35,83,88–89] . Reconciliation results in a higher signalto-noise ration of the processed data [77] , in case the
imposed constraints are valid. Validity of constraints
can be checked by employing a statistical test checking
whether the adaptation of measurements can be attributed to white noise or whether gross measurement or
systematic errors are present [79,80] .
In practice, data preconditioning methods and data
reconciliation can be performed in a technical computing environment capable of performing matrix operations, such as MatLab (Mathworks, MA, USA) This
requires an interface to the data management environment, as provided, for example, by SIPAT. Alternatively, high level programming interfaces directly
implemented in process management systems can be
used, as provided, for example, by Lucullus PIMS
(Secure Cell, Schlieren, Switzerland).
Information processing

Information delivered by the data processing system
can be used to extract real-time knowledge on the process state (process identification). This can be achieved
using prior knowledge and/or the use of mathematical
models, as illustrated in Figure 2. In the simplest case,
this involves an operator interpreting the information
on a screen, for example, interpreting a carbon dioxide
evolution rate and drawing a conclusion concerning
the process state. However, for complex systems utilizing (multiple) online analyzers, it is more advisable to
use an automatic information processing system, which
typically employs a mathematical process model.
Based on the model used, three different types of
information processing methods can be distinguished:
data driven-, mechanistic- and hybrid model-based
information processing methods. Data-driven information processing uses large data sets for the training
of a statistical model. This does not require a mechanistic description of the system and hence can be faster
considering the model-building process [90] . Draw-
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Figure 2. Workflow for online data and information processing from processes over measurement to data
alignment tools for process identification and process control.

backs of data-driven models are that the extrapolation
from the training data sets is dangerous since the space
of validity is unknown. Furthermore, little mechanistic
insight in the underlying system is granted. A review of
data-driven bioprocess information processing methods with relevance to bioprocesses can be found elsewhere [91] . A highly promising, but for bioprocesses
underrepresented, class of data-driven information
processing strategies are multiway methods. Process
datasets can be expressed in three dimensions: process
variables (J) are recorded for a series of time points (K)
for multiple batches (I), forming a 3D matrix with the
dimensions IxJxK [92] . Multiway methods are capable
of processing three or more dimensional data matrices efficiently for the benefit of a more stable model, as
reviewed recently [93] .
In contrast to data-driven methods, mechanistic
process models use a physical or biochemical mathematical description of the process, for example, using
first principle relationships (e.g., mass and elemental
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balances) in combination with a description of the
system typically in the form of ordinary differential
equations. These approaches are typically more time
intensive with respect to model building [90] and a
high degree of system expertise is needed. However,
efficient automated model-building strategies using a
library of mechanistic process models are also reported
[94] . In case a process model in state-space formulation
is available and the errors on online measurements are
known, a Kalman filter can be used for precise process
identification in the presence of noisy measurements.
Since bioprocesses typically show nonlinear process
dynamics, the nonlinear versions of the Kalman filter
(extended Kalman filter and unscented Kalman filter), belonging to the class of nonlinear observers, are
t ypically used [95] .
The combination of both data driven and mechanistic models is referred to as hybrid modeling [96] .
This follows the idea that well understood elements
of the system are described using mechanistic models,
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whereby data-driven methods such as artificial neural networks are used for the modeling of parts of the
system, where there is no deterministic relation established [96] . Hybrid modeling combines drawbacks and
benefits of data-driven and mechanistic methods.
Rate-based information processing

The signal-to-noise ratio of rate-based information
obtained through finite differentiation depends upon
the biologic variability, the error of the measurements involved and the time window of calculation
[77] . Rate-based information can be compared or used
for the establishment of process models, for example,
correlating specific growth rates with specific product
formation rates, [97,98] . In case regression models are
established, it is a prerequisite that all observations
(rates) show homoscedasticity. For rate-based information obtained through finite differentiation of (online)
concentration measurements, this can be achieved by
adjusting the time window of calculation, as discussed
recently [77] . The described method can be used for the
sound determination of sampling intervals from online
analyzers [77] .
Soft sensors

Software sensors, also referred to as soft sensors, are
information processing methods that use a model to
compute nonmeasured process variables from a combination of real-time process information obtained from
multiple hardware sensors. Hence, they perform estimation of nonmeasured process states or process information. They can be used to substitute an existing
hardware sensor or to compute nonmeasureable variables (e.g., the specific growth rate) or process events
based on online data. The type of model used can be
either data driven, mechanistic or of hybrid type. Data
driven soft sensors are reviewed in detail elsewhere
[90,99] .
We have recently reported benefits and applications
of first principle, rate-based soft sensors requiring little prior knowledge for the estimation of the biomass
concentration, specific rates and yield coefficients
[35,83,89,100] . First principle, rate-based soft sensors use
reconciled metabolic rates obtained from data processing of online measurements to estimate nonmeasured
rates (e.g., the biomass formation rate). Via numerical integration of the estimated rate, concentrations of
process states are obtained, for example, the biomass
concentration. Using a statistical test value obtained
from the reconciliation procedure, the quality of the
estimation can be checked in real time. We propose
that mechanistic soft sensors are especially powerful
for process development purposes where the data basis
necessary for data driven models is not sufficient.
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Off-gas analysis

Due to the high measurement frequency, off-gas analyses are very well suited for real-time characterization of
fermentation processes. Typical outputs of the analysis
are the oxygen uptake rate (OUR) and carbon evolution rate (CER). The OUR and CER include information about the metabolic activity (metabolism)
and physiology (respiratory quotient) of the respective
culture [51,101–102] . For this reason, the data obtained
by off-gas analysis are well suited as inputs to software sensors for biomass estimation. In particular, the
research group led by Lübbert has made an enormous
contribution in this area. Jenzsch et al. and Aehle et al.
showed that the OUR and CER are good inputs for soft
sensors for biomass estimation, which can be applied
to both microbial and mammalian cultures [28,103] . On
the basis of these soft sensors, process control could
be improved, resulting in an increased reproducibility,
especially regarding mammalian cell cultures [104,105] .
Thus, the application of the off-gas analysis is an
important step towards fulfilling the requirements of
the PAT initiative.
To close the gas balances different boundary conditions must be considered. The focus of the papers is not
in the description of detailed assumptions for real-time
determination of gas-related rates. Bicarbonate-buffered systems, such as those used in cell culture, would
have the stripping effects taken into account when estimating the CER [101,106–107] . Moreover, in the scale-up
of these systems, the transport mechanisms must be
considered [108] . Another benefit of the off-gas analysis
is the estimation of dissolved carbon dioxide (pCO2).
This is not trivial because pCO2 is a function of pH,
temperature, osmolality and more [101,106–107] . Thus,
detailed prior knowledge is necessary to perform this
estimation. This has a direct impact on the physiology
and thus performance of the bioprocess [109] .
Liquid sample analysis without biomass
Online enzymatic analyzers

While enzymatic analyzers are one of the major tools
in modern diagnostics, their application for bioprocess monitoring is less established, especially considering online applications. Dietzsch et al. described
the online application of the Cubian XT analyzer for
online measurement of substrates and products during Pichia pastoris cultivations [25] . The reliability of
the online measurements was verified by carbon balances. The online application of this device for online
cell culture monitoring and process control is a current
topic of research. In addition, the application of Cedex
Bio HT as a tool for microbial and mammalian bioprocess monitoring has been discussed recently [43] and
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its application for cell culture process monitoring has
been demonstrated [110] . However, online application
of the Cedex Bio HT device has not been published
yet but is currently a topic of research in our institute.

may be owned by the highly complex sample handling in order to secure representative sampling and
the required extensive effort for system and method
validation.

Online HPLC

Comparison between chromatographic
& enzymatic analysis

A typical application of online HPLC is the quantification and subsequent control of substrate concentration within a fed-batch experiment [111] . Especially in
dynamic experiments, monitoring of residual substrate
concentration is of great concern [112] . The utilization of an online HPLC does not only reduce sampling effort, it enables a simultaneous quantification
of possibly accumulating metabolites (e.g., acetate).
This feature is of special interest during early strain
characterization. In addition, product analytics can be
performed online with HPLC, the online signal of the
product titer facilitates the decision about the optimal
time point of harvest during an fermentation process
[113] . Furthermore, during an digital signal processing
unit operation of a bioprocess, an online HPLC was
shown as a PAT tool to facilitate real-time decisions
about fraction pooling [42] . Whereas HPLC methods
for quantification of various molecules have become a
standard tool for process characterization at-line, the
online HPLC application including feedback for process control although established [42,111,113–114] have
not become everyday routine yet. This circumstance

Enzymatic analyzers make use of enzyme-catalyzed
reactions for the quantification of the metabolite of
choice. Enzymatic assays have the advantage that the
applied enzymes are highly specific for the desired
metabolite and also very sensitive. This allows for the
detection of metabolites also in complex samples such
as crude cell extracts or in cell culture media [54] . Here,
chromatographic methods often show complex chromatograms with overlapping peaks. As a consequence,
quality control of the measurements can quickly
become labor intensive to avoid matrix effects and
enable proper separation of substances [115] . At the same
time, enzymatic analyzers are limited to the number of
available enzymatic assays in the choice of analytes and
running costs (enzymatic kits) are typically higher.
Here, chromatographic methods have the advantage,
since theoretically any substance can be quantified if
proper conditions for separation and detection have
been found. Thus, often a combination of both enzymatic analyzers and chromatographic methods is the
best way for reliable and robust online analysis.
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Liquid sample analysis with biomass

Online estimation of biomass is still one of the bigger
challenges in bioprocess monitoring. However, several
approaches have been proposed to solve this problem.
Automated biomass sampling and subsequent cell
counting using the BaychroMAT system have been
described recently [24] . Kacmar et al. implemented a
‘cytostat’ with FC-based online measurement of cell
concentration, size and culture inhomogeneities in
both CHO and yeast fermentations, with a temporal
resolution down to 7 min [46,47] . The sampling interface consisted of a microchamber for cell collection,
dilution and staining reactions, and a pressure-driven
injection valve for transferring the mobile phase to the
FC device. In combination with automated feed regulation, the system not only allowed for tight control of
the cell number in suspension, but also facilitated a precise assessment of growth dynamics at biomass levels
far below that usually required for good reproducibility.
In the same group, an online FC protocol was used to
study cell cycle kinetics of CHO cultures in bioreactors during nutrient deprivation, with a resolution of
25 min over 4.5 days of culture [48] . Automated staining protocols allowed for identifying previously hard
to detect transitions and oscillations in culture state,
which may have a profound impact on product titer
and quality. Moreover, the use of online FC results for
establishing a feedback-regulated control strategy for
fed-batch culture expansions was impressively demonstrated [49] . Similar systems were described recently for
online monitoring of P. pastoris, Saccharomyces cerevisiae
and Escherichia coli bioprocesses, where the formation
of an intracellular, green fluorescent protein-labeled
product was followed over time [38] . The setup comprised a defoaming section, an injector and a dilution
unit, with pumps and valves being actuated by a programmable automation controller. This way, online FC
measurements could be conducted in 5-min intervals
over the entire process duration. The FC results were
in good agreement with in situ and off-line data on the
mean population fluorescence intensity, but additionally revealed that only a certain fraction of cells in the
bioreactor actually expressed the desired product. Furthermore, microscopy-based methods for combined
cell counting and morphology analysis, as recently
described by Posch et al. could be further developed for
online application with reasonable effort [116] .
Future perspective
The greatest challenge in pharmaceutical bioprocesses
is and will remain to be to guarantee product quality.
Furthermore, the long time needed from development
to market introduction is still limiting the fast supply
of novel, effective biopharmaceuticals. To master these
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tasks in the future, a multitude of various analytical
and data processing methods are available. Those must
be combined in a reasonable way, to ensure mechanistic process understanding, which is a prerequisite for
predictive process control (Figure 3) .
The required bioprocess monitoring formulated in
the PAT initiative lead to the development of numerous novel systems for sampling and sample analysis.
Owing to the modular design of most online monitoring systems, they can be easily expanded by additional
measurement devices. The big challenge will be the
adaptation of these systems from single reactor application to the task of handling multiple bioreactors at
the same time. Multiplexing sample devices such as
BaychroMAT or Groton Biosystems Automated Reactor Sampling System must be combined with upcoming multibioreactor systems for automated sampling.
Due to the small culture volumes between 1 and 10
ml of these bioreactor systems, the next big step will be
the development of smart sampling strategies. These
will be absolutely necessary to gain the maximum of
information per milliliter of culture broth. Furthermore, more effort must be put in the development of
analytical devices for automated and traceable highthroughput analysis of the arriving flood of samples
from multibioreactor systems. This increasing automation will allow higher measurement frequencies and
manual errors can be minimized.
The mass of process data can only be handled using
robust and automatable data processing tools. Some
software platforms already exist for automated data
handling. However, these platforms must be adapted
and further expanded specifically for the analysis of fermentation bioprocesses. Future research must therefore
focus on the development of generic and easy-to-handle
software tools, which do not only consolidate data but
perform automated processing using data-driven as well
as generic models to provide the user with process information rather than raw process data. This will enable a
tight and reproducible process control within the mandatory design space [1–3] . Automated data processing in
addition to bioprocess models such as soft sensors will
enormously contribute to process understanding and
control. With increasing understanding of the bioprocess and the complex relationships between host strain,
product and process parameters, the product quality
could also be predicted by customized bioprocess management. Further research and development will save
resources and reduce bioprocess development time and
process costs in the long run significantly.
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Executive summary
• Online monitoring is a prerequisite for fast and sound science-based bioprocess development and quality
control.
• Different measurement methods are available for different kinds of samples (gas, supernatant and biomass).
• Without proper data management and processing, the huge amount of data cannot be handled.
• Only the combination of reliable and robust interface, sampling, analytics, data management and processing
results in sophisticated online monitoring.
• Future research must be focused on improved hardware devices for sampling and analysis as well as easy-tohandle, generic software tools to cope with the increasing flood of data.
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